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An international, evangelical Christian, political group,
which wants the non-consensual monitoring or influence of
human thought technologically to be declared a crime
against humanity worldwide.

"I would not open windows into men's souls"
Queen Elizabeth I, a while ago

"The research was predicated on existing evidence
that verbal ideas or thoughts are subvocally
represented in the muscles of the vocal apparatus.
If the patterns of this muscle activity are at all
similar to those involved in normal overt speech, a
reasonable assumption is that electrical activity of
the brain during verbal thinking may be similar to
that during overt speech. … It was determined that,
if all the sources of error could be eliminated,
significant gains in correct word classification using
biological responses would be achieved (perhaps
approaching 90% or better). … EEG responses for
covert speech mimicked those of overt speech …
correct computer classification … was significant at
p < 0.001. We conclude that both overt and covert
speech [(verbal thinking)] can be identified by
computer classification of electrophysiological
responses"
Dr Lawrence Pinneo et al, 1975

"[technological thought reading by] the law
enforcement agencies and the intelligence services
[of the UK] … [is] subject to independent oversight
by the Office of the Surveillance Commissioners
and the Intelligence Services Commissioner …"
The Home Office, 2004

"… the Investigatory Powers Tribunal has never
upheld a complaint since it was formed …"
The Home Office, 2003

World-famous “conspiracy theorists”
President Theodore Roosevelt
"Behind the ostensible Government sits enthroned an
invisible Government, owing no allegiance and
acknowledging no responsibility to the people."
An Autobiography, 1913
President Woodrow Wilson
“Some of the biggest men in the United States, in the
field of commerce and manufacture, are afraid of
something. They know that there is a power somewhere
so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so
complete, so pervasive, that they better not speak above
their breath when they speak in condemnation of it.”
“The New Freedom”, 1913
J. Edgar Hoover, ex-Director of the FBI
“The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face
with a conspiracy so monstrous he cannot believe it
exists.”
The Apostle Paul
“ … that day will not come until the rebellion occurs and
the man of lawlessness is revealed … the secret power
of lawlessness is already at work … [there will be] all
kinds of counterfeit miracles, signs and wonders … evil
that deceives those who are perishing … [and] a
powerful delusion …”
2 Thessalonians 2
The Lord Jesus Christ
“Why are you trying to kill me?”
"You are demon-possessed," the crowd answered. "Who
is trying to kill you?"
John 7:19-20



"… counterfeit
miracles, signs
and wonders …"
2 Thessalonians 2:9

"[The European
Parliament] calls for an
international convention
introducing a global ban
on all developments and
deployments of weapons
which might enable any
form of manipulation of
human beings"
Resolution A4-0005/99 Paragraph 27
The European Parliament wants
"manipulation" weapons banned.
So should you!
www.BanMindWeapons.org

"Electro-Magnetic (EM) weapons are one of the
newest and most serious military developments in
the world today. Enormous secrecy surrounds
their development … Unless this development is
stopped, we are entering an Orwellian '1984' type
scenario, which could potentially permanently
transfer enormous power to those in control of the
technology. … We regard the unsuccessful attempts
in the 70s … to have these weapons controlled by a
UN Convention as having been a major missed
opportunity, which has now led to a new arms race
in this field. We have sought to renew the attempt
… to outlaw these weapons and the research that
leads to them, primarily that concerning external
manipulation of the human central nervous
system."
Dr Caroline Lucas MEP, 2004

One type of manipulation weapon
"Voice to skull devices. … Nonlethal weapons
which includes (1) a neuro-electromagnetic device
which uses microwave transmission of sound into
the skull of persons or animals by way of pulsemodulated microwave radiation; and (2) a silent
sound device which can transmit sound into the
skull of persons or animals. NOTE: the sound
modulation may be voice or audio subliminal
messages. … Acronym: V2K"
US Army Military Thesaurus

"We need a program … for political control of our
society. The purpose is physical control of the mind
[of] Everyone who deviates from the given norm.
The individual may think that the most important
reality is his own existence, but this is only his
personal point of view. This lacks historical
perspective. Man does not have the right to develop
his own mind. This kind of liberal orientation has
great appeal. We must electrically control the
brain. Some day armies and generals will be
controlled by electric stimulation of the brain."
Dr Jose Delgado, a publicly-funded pioneer of the
technology of Electrical Stimulation of the Brain (ESB); his
remarks as they appeared in the February 24, 1974 edition of
the Congressional Record, No. 262E, Vol. 118

"the secret power of lawlessness is already at work"
2 Thess 2:7

"First they came for the Jews
and I did not speak out
because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for the Communists
and I did not speak out
because I was not a Communist.
Then they came for the trade unionists
and I did not speak out
because I was not a trade unionist.
Then they came for me
and there was no one left
to speak out for me."
Pastor Martin Niemöller

We, the undersigned, request the governments of the
world's nation states (including the British
government) (1) to commence diplomacy with a view
to procuring the worldwide ban on "manipulation"
weapons called for by the European Parliament in
Resolution A4-0005/99 Paragraph 27, (2) to place any
stocks of such weapons each government possesses
beyond further use immediately, and (3) to provide
any victims there might be of the non-consensual
testing or deployment of such weapons with such
information as they need in order effectively to seek
legal
redress,
including
compensation,
notwithstanding that the existence or nature of the
weapons tested or deployed to the victims' detriment
might be classified as officially secret.
The petition that was signed at our group's stand by 89 people,
including at least one MEP, at the Labour party conference,
26-30 September 2004
What you can and should do to help
1. Please remember, for the rest of your life, the day you
were handed this leaflet. Keep the business card and use
it to remind you to access one of our websites.
2. Pray for wisdom, and for the world's governments.
3. Learn about this under-publicised issue at any of our
websites, and begin to think about the issue, and to care
what sort of world our children inhabit.
4. Sign our petition.
5. Finance our campaign.
6. Just do something about this, please!

